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SLIGHTS, Vice Chancellor

Tesla Motors, Inc. 'vP\jcXw fi k_\ v?fdgXepw( designs, manufactures and
sells luxury electric vehicles. According to some automobile industry pundits, Tesla
_Xj Y\Zfd\ k_\ vnfic[yj dfjk `dgfikXek ZXi ZfdgXepw Yp [\j`^e`e^ Xe[ Yl`c[`e^
k_\ vY\jk ZXi `e k_\ nfic[-w1 P\jcXyj ^l`[XeZ\ kf k_\ dXib\k i\^lcXicp i\gfikj k_Xk
demand for its vehicles is high. Yet the Company has, at various times, missed its
sales guidance. This has caused a Tesla shareholder, the plaintiff, Shahid Haque, to
hl\jk`fe n_\k_\i P\jcXyj vf]]`Z\ij Xe[ [`i\Zkfij _Xm\ ]XYi`ZXk\[w Z\ikX`e
\ogcXeXk`fej ]fi vjXc\j d`jj\jw kf Zfm\i lg k_\ ]XZk k_Xk [\dXe[ ]fi P\jcX m\_`Zc\j
is lower than reported.2
Haque has twice demanded to inspect P\jcXyj books and records pursuant to
Section 220 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, 8 Del. C. § 220
'vO\Zk`fe 11/w(. His stated purpose is to investigate possible breaches of fiduciary
duty and mismanagement by the officers and directors of the Company in order to
determine whether a derivative action is warranted and whether pre-suit demand
would be excused. Both demands for inspection were rejected. As permitted by
Section 220, Haque has filed a complaint in which he seeks an order requiring Tesla
to produce the documents he requested in his demand letters.
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DX 65; DX 89.

2

Lc-yj Opening Trial Br. 'vLc-yj Kg\e`e^ >i-w( 1.
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By stipulation of the parties, the matter was tried on a paper record without
deposition or live testimony.

After carefully reviewing the evidence and the

arguments of counsel, I conclude that Haque has failed to demonstrate by a
preponderance of the evidence a credible basis from which this Court can infer
possible wrongdoing that would warrant further investigation.

Accordingly, I

decline to compel the Company to produce the requested books and records and will
enter judgment in its favor.
I. BACKGROUND
I have drawn the facts from the exhibits presented during trial and from
reasonable inferences that flow from that evidence. While the parties reserved rights
to challenge the weight to be given to any of the evidence offered at trial, they
stipulated that the evidence was authentic and otherwise admissible.3
A. The Parties
Plaintiff, Shahid Haque, is a Tesla shareholder who has continuously owned
his Tesla common stock since April 24, 2014. Tesla is a Delaware corporation with
headquarters in Palo Alto, California. It became a public company after an initial
public offering in 2010.

3

Stipulated Record and Pre-Trial Stipulation and Order ¶ 4.
2

B. AJWPF]W /YWNRJWW
Tesla designs, develops, manufactures and sells fully electric vehicles and
energy storage products.4 The Tesla vehicle line currently is comprised of two
models, the Model S sedan and the Model X sport utility vehicle.5 The vehicles are
sold to consumers through a network of Tesla vehicle sales and service centers.6
Deliveries of the Model S began in June 2012; deliveries of the Model X commenced
in the third quarter of 2015.7 Tesla unveiled its third generation vehicle, the Model 3,
in March 2016. The Model 3 will reach the market in late 2017 at a lower price
gf`ek k_Xe P\jcXyj fk_\i m\_`Zc\j Xe[ `j \og\Zk\[ kf YifX[\e P\jcXyj i\XZ_ kf X e\n
segment of electric vehicle consumers.8 In addition to vehicle sales, Tesla currently
fg\iXk\j vOlg\iZ_Xi^\iw i\Z_Xi^`e^ jkXk`fej to service its vehicles throughout the
world.9
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PX 35, Tesla Motors, Inc-yj =ejn\i kf R\i`]`\[ ?fdgc- Pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 220
'v=ejn\iw( Jf- 025
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PX 24; DX 82t85; DX 93.
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By all accounts, the production of Tesla vehicles poses complex design,
engineering, and manufacturing challenges. These production challenges have been
X jlYa\Zk f] dXep f] k_\ ?fdgXepyj glYc`Z ]`c`e^j Xe[ \Xie`e^j ZXccj+ 10 and many
reports within the industry and financial press.11 For example, P\jcXyj 1/04 0/-K
jkXk\j k_Xk P\jcXyj m\_`Zc\j are assembled with over 3,000 purchased parts sourced
from a supply chain comprised of more than 350 suppliers around the globe.12 If a
problem surfaces with even one of the component parts, then short-term production
of completed vehicles will be adversely affected.13
In addition to supply chain challenges, Tesla also confronts unique fulfillment
issues. Specifically, the Tesla vehicles are offered with a wide range of options and
the Company is continually introducing new features.14 Customers are encouraged
to choose from this extensive list of vehicle configurations and options at the time
they order their vehicle.

Tesla then custom-builds each vehicle to those

specifications.15 This customized consumer experience presents obvious challenges
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DX 38t50; PX 7; PX 10.
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DX 64; DX 66; DX 71t72; DX 75t76; DX 78t79; DX 104t105; DX 107.
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DX 48 at 9. See also DX 39 at 11; DX 42 at 4; DX 53 at 23, 32t35.
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DX 38 at 23t24; DX 39 at 16t17, 48; DX 42 at 2t4; DX 44 at 3; DX 53 at 32; DX 71.
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PX 17; DX 39 at 5.
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in the manufacturing and assembly processes.16 The Model S and Model X share
assembly platforms and this dynamic also, on occasion, has caused disruptions to
production and fulfillment.17
It is undisputed that Tesla has performed very well in the luxury car segment.18
In its letter to shareholders reporting 2015 results, Tesla disclosed that the Model S
was the top selling sedan in its class (outselling vehicles from Audi, BMW, Lexus,
Mercedes and Porsche) and that it was the only vehicle in its class to achieve yearto-year sales growth.19 The Company frequently highlights the fact that this success
has been achieved without any marketing campaigns or other advertising.20 P\jcXyj
revenues have improved substantially each year it has been in operationurising
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DX 38 at 23t24; DX 42 at 2, 4; DX 44 at 3.
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Id.
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Trial Tr. 4 'vS\cc+ Z\ikX`ecp `] pfl cffb Xk k_\ clolip ZXi j\^d\ek+ P\jcX `j Xk k_\ kfg fi
Zcfj\ kf k_\ kfg V`e jXc\jW- S\ [feyk [`jglk\ k_Xk+ Ufli Dfefi-w(19

PX 21 at 1.

20

PX 7 at 2t2 'vVPW_Xkj n`k_ ef X[m\ik`j`e^+ ef \e[fij\d\ekj- Of n\ [feyk gXp Xepfe\ kf
prek\e[ k_Xk k_\p c`b\ fli gif[lZk- E] pfl j\\ fli ZXi `e X dfm`\+ n\ [`[eyk gXp ]fi `k kf Y\
k_\i\- Ekyj aljk k_\i\-w(; @T 36 Xk 3 'vKe\ X[[`k`feXc efk\ `j k_Xk P\jcX [f\j efk X[m\ik`j\S\ [feyk gXp ]fi Xep \e[fij\d\ekj-w(5

from $413 million in 2012 to $4.72 billion through 2016 Q3.21 These achievements
have been celebrated in both the financial and industry press.22
Among the performance metrics that Tesla regularly tracks in its quarterly
letters to shareholders are the number of vehicles produced and the number of
vehicles delivered.23

On occasion, Tesla has missed its guidance on vehicle

production or vehicle deliveries.24 When its production or deliveries have fallen
short of targets, Tesla has consistently maintained that the shortfalls are driven by
production issues (e.g., supply chain challenges) not a lack of consumer demand for
its vehicles.25

DXhl\ hl\jk`fej k_\ kilk_]lce\jj f] P\jcXyj i\gi\j\ekXk`fej kf

stockholders regarding consumer demand for its vehicles and the extent to which its

21

P\jcX Ifkfij+ EeZ-yj N\jgfej\ kf Lc-yj Kg\e`e^ Pi`Xc >i-+ =kkXZ_d\ek = 'Z`k`e^ P\jcX
Ifkfij+ EeZ-yj 1/01t2016 Forms 10-K and 10-Q).
22

See, e.g., DX 87t88 (Forbes eXd\j P\jcX k_\ vSfic[yj Ifjk EeefmXk`m\ ?fdgXepw `e
2015 and 2016); DX 89t91 (automobile industry accolades, including from Motor Trend
and Car and Driver).
23

See, e.g., PX 2 at 1t2; PX 4 at 1; PX 5 at 1; PX 6 at 2t3.

24

See, e.g., PX 7 at 6; PX 23 at 1; PX 26 at 1.

25

See, e.g., LT 5 Xk 1 'v>\`e^ leXYc\ kf `eZi\Xj\ gif[lZk`fe ]ast enough, not lack of
[\dXe[+ `j X ]X`i Zi`k`Z`jd f] P\jcX-w(; LT 6 Xk 2 'vP_\ cXjk hl\jk`fe nXj jfik f] X [\dXe[related question as well and it really took pains to emphasize demand is not our issue.
Production is our issue and being too perfectionist about future products those are
legitimate things to be concerned about, but not demand. We have more demand than we
can really address and there is a lot of things, levers we could pull to increase that demand
n_`Z_ n\yi\ efk glcc`e^- Of+ `kyj i\Xccp efk Xe `jjl\-w(6

production capacity allows it to keep up with that demand. These questions
prompted him to seek books and records from the Company.
C. 5FUYJ]W /SSOW FRI ?JHSVIW 1JQFRIW
On June 15, 2015, Haque j\ek _`j ]`ijk [\dXe[ 'k_\ vFle\ 1/04 @\dXe[w(
le[\i O\Zk`fe 11/ j\\b`e^ kf `ejg\Zk P\jcXyj Yffbj Xe[ i\Zfi[j-26 His stated purpose
was to investigate whether Tesla hX[ vd`jc\[ j_Xi\_fc[\ij ZfeZ\ie`e^ `kj kil\
dXel]XZkli`e^ ZXgXZ`kpw for 2014 Q3 and Q4 and 2015 Q1.27 Tesla rejected the
demand on June 21, 2015, on the ground that Haque had not articulated a credible
basis for suspecting corporate wrongdoing.28 The parties continued to talk, however,
and on October 13, 2015, Tesla produced 878 pages of documents kf DXhl\yj
attorneys.29 Three days later, Haque responded that the document production was
inadequate and requested that Tesla supplement the production to address identified
deficiencies.30 On December 17, 2015, Tesla informed Haque that it did not believe

26

PX 16.
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Id.
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PX 17.

29

Answer No. 79.

30

PX 18.
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he had stated a proper purpose to inspect books and records and that it would not be
responding further to the June 2015 Demand.31
Several months later, on July 18, 2016, Haque sent Tesla a second demand (the
vFlcp 1/05 @\dXe[w( YXj\[ fe n_Xk he identified as new developments in 2016 Q1
and Q2 that supported his right to inspect books and records.32 On July 25, 2016,
the Company responded by asserting once again that Haque had not articulated a
credible basis for suspecting wrongdoing.33 Nevertheless, k_\ c\kk\i jkXk\[ k_Xk vk_\
?fdgXep n`cc le[\ikXb\ kf j\XiZ_ ]fi [fZld\ekj jl]]`Z`\ek kf X[[i\jj Ii- DXhl\yj
Z\ekiXc k_\j`j k_Xk x]Xck\i`e^ [\dXe[y `e 1/05 Q1 and Q2 caused the Company to
xZfeZfZky gif[lZk`fe Z_Xcc\e^\j-w34 Two days later, Haque followed up with Tesla
to seek clarification and confirmation that Tesla did intend to produce the specific
books and records requested.35 P\jcXyj Zflej\c responded that there would be no
formal response from the Company until August 8, 2016.36 When Tesla failed to
produce records by that date, Haque filed this action four days later.

31

PX 19.
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PX 28.
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PX 29.
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Id.
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PX 30.
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PX 31.
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II. LEGAL ANALYSIS
While Tesla has challenged the breadt_ f] DXhl\yj [\dXe[ ]fi Yffbj Xe[
i\Zfi[j+ k_\ ]fZlj f] k_\ gXik`\jy ki`Xc gi\j\ekXk`fej nXj fe k_\ threshold question of
whether Haque has stated a proper purpose for his demand by identifying a credible
basis from which it can be inferred that mismanagement or wrongdoing has
fZZlii\[- >\ZXlj\ E ]`e[ k_Xk _\ _Xj efk+ E e\\[ efk i\XZ_ P\jcXyj Xi^ld\ek k_Xk k_\
demand is overbroad.
A. @JHXNSR ))']W =VSTJV =YVTSWJ ?JUYNVJQJRX
The right to inspect books and records under Section 220 is broad but not
unlimited.37 When seeking books and records (as opposed to a stock ledger or list
of stockholders), the stockholder bears the burden of establishing by a
preponderance of the evidence k_Xk9 v'0( jlZ_ jkfZb_fc[\i `j X jkfZb_fc[\i; '1( jlZ_
stockholder has complied with [Section 220] respecting the form and manner of
making demand for inspection of such documents; and (3) the inspection such
jkfZb_fc[\i j\\bj `j ]fi X gifg\i gligfj\-w38
In his June 2015 Demand, Haque described his purpose for seeking books and
records as follows:
37

City of Westland Police & Fire Ret. Sys. v. Axcelis Tech., Inc., 2009 WL 3086537, at *4
(Del. Ch. Sept. 28, 2009), ;@@T>, 1 A.3d 281 (Del. 2010).
38

Cent. Laborers Pension Fund v. News Corp., 45 A.3d 139, 144 (Del. 2012) (citing 8 Del.
C. § 220(c)).
9

V>WXj\[ fe fli `em\jk`^Xk`fe f] P\jcXyj glYc`Z jkXk\d\ekj+ `k Xgg\Xij k_Xk
P\jcX _Xj i\g\Xk\[cp d`jc\[ `em\jkfij Xj kf k_\ ?fdgXepyj ZXgXZ`kp+ `e
order to create the false impression that the Company is selling
(delivering) as much as it can produce. In other words, Tesla has
manipulated and understated its manufacturing capacity to create the
`dgi\jj`fe k_Xk k_\ c\m\c f] [\dXe[ ]fi P\jcXyj m\_`Zc\j mXjkcp \oZ\\[j
P\jcXyj dXel]XZkli`e^ ZXgXZ`kp-39
He reiterated this theme in his July 2016 Demand9 vthere is a credible basis for
inferring that, in order to create the false impression that Tesla has insatiable demand
]fi `kj m\_`Zc\j+ P\jcX _Xj d`jc\[ j_Xi\_fc[\ij Yp d`ji\gi\j\ek`e^ k_\ ?fdgXepyj
production capacity, its actual production, and the existence of production
ZfejkiX`ekj k_Xk _Xm\ gligfik\[cp `dgXZk\[ P\jcXyj gif[lZk`fe-w40
Kli Olgi\d\ ?flik _Xj _\c[ k_Xk vX jkfZb_fc[\iyj [\j`i\ kf `em\jk`^Xk\
nife^[f`e^ fi d`jdXeX^\d\ek `j X xgifg\i gligfj\-yw 41 At first glance, therefore,
Haqu\yj [\j`i\ kf `em\jk`^Xk\ n_\k_\i fi efk P\jcX _Xj glYc`Zcp d`jc\[ its
stockholders appears to state a proper purpose.42 But merely offering a suspicion of

39

PX 16 at 2.

40

PX 28 at 1.

41

Seinfeld O' 7?KCSHG *HFF=TGL% .G=', 909 A.2d 117, 121 (Del. 2006) (internal citation
omitted).
42

Malone v. Brincat+ 611 =-1[ 4+ 0/ '@\c- 0887( 'vVSW_\e [`i\Zkfij Zfddle`ZXk\ glYc`Zcp
or directly with shareholders about corporate matters the sine qua non f] [`i\Zkfijy
]`[lZ`Xip [lkp kf j_Xi\_fc[\ij `j _fe\jkp-w(10

wrongdoing is not enough to justify a Section 220 demand.43 vNXk_\i+ k_\ gcX`ek`]]
must present xjfd\ \m`[\eZ\ kf jl^^\jk X Zi\[`Yc\ YXj`j ]ifd n_`Z_ k_`j ?flik ZXe
`e]\i k_Xk d`jdXeX^\d\ek+ nXjk\+ fi nife^[f`e^ dXp _Xm\ fZZlii\[-yw 44 vVPW_\
xZi\[`Yc\ YXj`jy jkXe[Xi[ j\kj k_\ cfn\jk gfjj`Yc\ Yli[\e f] giff]w Xe[ vdXp Y\
satisfied by a credible showing, through documents, logic, testimony or otherwise,
k_Xk k_\i\ Xi\ c\^`k`dXk\ `jjl\j f] nife^[f`e^-w45 It is, however, a burden the
plaintiff seeking inspection must bear; it is not a formality.46 The purpose of
i\hl`i`e^ k_\ gcX`ek`]] kf Xik`ZlcXk\ X vZi\[`Yc\ YXj`jw n_\e _\ proffers as his vgifg\i
purposew a desire to investigate corporate wrongdoing is to jki`b\ vk_\ Xggifgi`Xk\
balance between (on the one hand) affording shareholders access to corporate

43

Axcelis, 2009 WL 3086537, at *4.

44

Id. See also Sec. First Corp. v. U.S. Die Casting & Dev. Co., 687 A.2d 563, 565 (Del.
0886( '_fc[`e^ k_Xk n_`c\ k_\ gcX`ek`]] ve\\[ efk XZklXccp gifm\ k_\ nife^[f`e^ `kj\c] Yp X
gi\gfe[\iXeZ\ f] k_\ \m`[\eZ\+w _\ dljk show vX Zi\[`Yc\ YXj`j ]ifd n_`Z_ k_\ ?flit of
Chancery can infer there is possible mismanagement that would warrant further
`em\jk`^Xk`fe-w(45

Seinfeld, 909 A.2d at 123. See also Amalgamated Bank v. Yahoo! Inc., 132 A.3d 752
(Del. Ch. 2016) (same) (citing Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Indiana Elec. Workers Pension
Trust Fund IBEW, 95 A.3d 1264, 1273 (Del. 2014)) (quotation marks omitted); Thomas &
Betts Corp. v. Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc., 681 A.2d 1026, 1032t33 (Del. 1996).
46

Sec. First Corp.+ 576 =-1[ Xk 457 'vP_\ k_i\j_fc[ ]fi X gcX`ek`]] `e X O\Zk`fe 11/ ZXj\ `j
efk `ejlYjkXek`Xc- I\i\ Zli`fj`kp fi X [\j`i\ ]fi X ]`j_`e^ \og\[`k`fe n`cc efk jl]]`Z\-w(; see
also La. Mun. Empls.T 3?M. Sys. v. Lennar Corp., 2012 WL 4760881, at *3 (Del. Ch. Oct. 5,
1/01( 'vPf g\id`k jkfZb_fc[\ij kf [\dXe[ ZfigfiXk\ Yffbj Xe[ i\Zfi[j YXj\[ fe d\i\
suspicion of wrongdoing would invite mischief and expose companies to indiscriminate
]`j_`e^ \og\[`k`fej-w( '`ek\ieXc Z`kXk`fe Xe[ hlfkXk`fej fd`kk\[(11

records that may provide some evidence of possible wrongdoing and (on the other)
jX]\^lXi[`e^ k_\ ZfigfiXk`feyj i`^_k kf [\ep i\hl\jkj ]fi `ejg\Zk`fe YXj\[ jfc\cp
lgfe jljg`Z`fe Xe[ Zli`fj`kp-w47
B. The Evidence Reveals No Credible Basis to Infer Wrongdoing
DXhl\yj k_\fip of wrongdoing is that undisclosed d\dY\ij f] P\jcXyj YfXi[
of directors and senior management team have breached their duty of loyalty by
consciously issuing a series of false and misleading public statements to Tesla
stockholders. The purpose of these false and misleading statements, according to
DXhl\+ `j kf _`[\ cfn [\dXe[ ]fi P\jcXyj m\_`Zc\j Yp blaming missed sales guidance
on fabricated production issues.48 The irony of this theory, of course, is that it rests
on the notion that Tesla would prefer to tell the market that there are flaws in its

47

City of Westland Police & Fire Ret. Sys. v. Axcelis Tech., Inc., 1 A.3d 281, 287 (Del.
2010).
48

In the briefing and at trial, the issue arose whether the court could find a credible basis
to infer wrongdoing even if Haque could not link any allegedly false statements to a lack
f] [\dXe[- P\jcX Xi^l\[ k_Xk k_\ ?flik Zflc[ efk kXb\ k_Xk c\Xg Y\ZXlj\ DXhl\yj k_\fip
depended on linking the two, as the motive consciously to conceal demand would be
necessary to sustain a claim for a breach of the duty of loyalty. Haque argued that even if
the Court did not find a credible basis to infer that Tesla was actively attempting to conceal
low demand for its vehicles through deceit, the Court still might find a credible basis to
infer that the misstatements about production capacity were driven by some other
nefarious, albeit unidentified, motive. Based on the evidence in the record, I can find no
credible basis to infer any materially inaccurate reporting by Tesla, much less that it
intended to deceive its stockholders. Accordingly, I need not search for the needle in the
haystack to stitch together some other motive Tesla might have to make false reports
regarding production or demand.
12

production processes and capacity rather than admit that demand for its vehicles is
lower than forecasted. While the theory, on its face, is hard to fathom, I will operate
on the assumption that it is hypothetically credible that a company might fabricate
production problems as a means to hide low demand for its products.49 I will focus,
instead, on whether the evidence that has been presented reveals any credible basis
to infer that Tesla has engaged in this sleight of hand here.
Haque has identified what he contends to be false reporting to stockholders
beginning in 2014 Q3 and continuing through 2016. The June 2015 Demand seeks
documents that relate to allegedly false public disclosures in 2014 Q3, 2014 Q4 and
2015 Q1. The July 2016 Demand requests documents that relate to allegedly false
disclosures in 2016 Q1 and 2016 Q2. In addition to these public statements, Haque
points to certain XeXcpjkjy i\gfikj Xe[ i\Z\ek executive departures from Tesla as
further evidence that a credible basis to infer wrongdoing exists.

Given the

sequencing of his demands, it makes sense to address the evidence Haque has offered
in support of his inspection right in chronological order.

49

P_\ k_\fip Xcjf Xjjld\j k_Xk P\jcXyj \cXYfiXk\ ilj\ kf _`[\ cfn [\dXe[ Yp ]XYi`ZXk`e^
production challenges in publicly disclosed statements would not at some point be exposed
Yp k_\ k_fljXe[j f] \dgcfp\\j n_f nfib fi lj\[ kf nfib `e P\jcXyj Xjj\dYcp ]XZ`lities
and sales and service centers. Here again, I will operate on the assumption that the lack of
current or former employee reports of corporate deceit is not evidence that Haque has failed
to present a credible basis to infer wrongdoing.
13

1. 2014 Q3
In the July 2014 Shareholder Letter, Tesla stated that it planned to produce
9,000 vehicles and to deliver 7,800 vehicles in 2014 Q3.50 In November 2014, Tesla
announced that it had delivered 7,785 vehicles in Q3, consistent with its guidance,
but had produced only 7,200 vehicles, 1,800 less than its guidance. 51 Tesla explained
that the lower production number was caused by a planned factory retooling
shutdown that lasted two weeks longer than Tesla had originally planned.52
Haque acknowledges that it would not be credible to infer wrongdoing or
mismanagement based solely on the fact that the Company has occasionally missed
its vehicle delivery or vehicle production guidance, as it did in 2014 Q3. 53 This
concession is well-founded as @\cXnXi\ cXn vi\huires more than a divergence
between forward-cffb`e^ jkXk\d\ekj Xe[ jlYj\hl\ek i\jlckjw `e fi[\i kf gifm`[\ a
credible basis to infer mismanagement or wrongdoing.54 Instead, Haque points to
inconsistent public statements made by Tesla prior to the factory shutdown in which

50

PX 5 at 4.

51

PX 6 at 1; PX 7 at 6.

52

PX 6 at 2.

53

Pi`Xc Pi- 01 'vS\ Xi\ efk `em\jk`^Xk`e^ P\jcX Y\ZXlj\ `kyj ki`gg\[ lg fe jfd\ glYc`ZcpdX[\ ]fi\ZXjkj- ?fdgXe`\j ki`g lg fe ]fi\ZXjkj Xcc k_\ k`d\-w(54

Shamrock Activist Value Fund, L.P. v. iPass Inc., 2006 WL 3824882, at *2 (Del. Ch.
Dec. 15, 2006).
14

Tesla described the shutdown and purportedly detailed its anticipated impact on
production. The problem with this argument, however, is that the inconsistency
upon which Haque relies to suggest wrongdoing simply does not exist.
In the July 31, 2014 Shareholder Letter, Tesla noted that it anticipated the
factory retooling would result in a two-week shutdown of production which would
affect both production and delivery numbers.55 Therefore, Haque argues, if the
factory was in fact shut down for four weeks, or two weeks longer than anticipated,
k_\ cf^`ZXc \og\ZkXk`fe `j k_Xk Yfk_ gif[lZk`fe Xe[ [\c`m\i`\j vnflc[ Y\ \hlXccp+
e\^Xk`m\cp `dgXZk\[-w56 Haque notes that Tesla was able to deliver enough vehicles
to meet its guidance (7,785 actual deliveries vs. 7,800 guidance), but came up much
shorter on its production numbers (7,200 actual production vs. 9,000 guidance).
Based on these numbers, Haque extrapolates that Tesla must have held back
production or made false claims about production restraints in order to mask low
demand.

55

PX 5 at 4. Tesla stated that without the two-week factory shutdown it would have been
able to produce about 11,000 vehicles and would have expected to deliver approximately
9,500 vehicles. Id.
56

Lc-yj Kg\e`e^ Br. 31.
15

DXhl\yj mathematical extrapolation finds no support in the evidence or in
basic logic.57 In fact, P\jcXyj July 31, 2014 Shareholder Letter indicates that it
expected the planned two-week shutdown to reduce production by 2,000 vehicles
but to reduce deliveries by only 1,700 vehicles.58 Therefore, even before any
shutdown, Tesla anticipated that the interruption in production would have less
impact on vehicle deliveries than on vehicle production. This makes perfect sense,
of course, since deliveries could and likely would include vehicles that were
produced and in the distribution pipeline prior to the shutdown. Indeed, in 2014 Q3,
Tesla delivered 585 more cars than it produced in the quarter.59 This discrepancy
reflects that Tesla delivers cars produced in earlier quarters and that it often chooses
to allocate deliveries to customers with shorter delivery times.60 This, in turn, serves
to mitigate the impact of production issues and allows the Company to reach its
delivery guidance by making it possible to deliver more vehicles before the close of
the quarter.61 This straightforward, credible explanation for how Tesla was able to
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meet its vehicle delivery guidance in 2014 Q3, even in the face of a longer than
expected assembly line shutdown, leaves no room for a credible basis to infer
wrongdoing.
2. 2014 Q4
Haque takes issue with several public statements made by Tesla in 2014 Q4
which he contends provide a credible basis to infer that Tesla was intentionally
misleading its shareholders regarding vehicle production and demand. First, he
gf`ekj flk k_Xk P\jcXyj gif[lZk`fe `e 1/03 M3 nXj 00+516 m\_`Zc\j+ X 50% `eZi\Xj\
from the prior quarter.62 According to Haque, this sudden jump in production
capacity is suspicious because the number of vehicles produced in 2014 Q4
vZfem\e`\ekcp Xccfn\[ P\jcX kf d\\k `kj dlZ_-touted production guidance of 35,000
vehicles in 2014.w63 He argues that the inference of wrongdoing is reinforced by the
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Lc-yj Kg\e`e^ >i- 21- DXhl\yj Z_XiXZk\i`qXk`fe f] k_\ Zfek\ekj f] P\jcXyj [`jZcfjli\j kf
stockholders regarding 2014 year-end production guidance is misleading. While Haque
states that Tesla first announced a year-end production target in its July 31, 2014
Shareholder Letter, that letter contains no specific year-end production target or number.
Ee ]XZk+ `] P\jcXyj hlXik\icp gif[lZk`fe i\jlckj lg kf k_Xk gf`ek `e k_\ p\Xi Xi\ X[[\[ kf `kj
disclosed estimates of production going forward for the year, it is evident that as of July 31,
2014, Tesla expected to produce in excess of 35,000 vehicles in 2014. Far from being
vdlZ_-touted,w P\jcXyj \og\ZkXk`fe ]fi ]lcc-year production was first pegged at 35,000
vehicles in its November 5, 2014 Shareholder Letter when ik jkXk\[ vVgWif[lZk`fe ]fi k_\
]lcc p\Xi `j \og\Zk\[ kf Y\ XYflk 24+/// ZXij - - -w- LT 5 Xk 2- =k k_\ k`d\ k_\ Jfm\dY\i
letter was sent in the middle of 2014 Q4, Tesla had increased its production after building
a new assembly line, all of which was to be expected, as Tesla had disclosed back in July
2014 that production would increase for 2014 Q4. PX 5 at 2.
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fact that Tesla delivered just 9,834 vehicles in 2014 Q4, approximately 2,000
vehicles less than Tesla produced in that same period. By Haqueyj c`^_kj+ vVkW_`j
supports the inference that, on the one occasion the Company needed to report a
higher quarterly production figure . . . it did so, but with the risk that it could not
XZklXccp [\c`m\i Xcc k_\j\ m\_`Zc\j-w64
Tesla identified several delivery challenges that explain the lower delivery
numbers, including vZljkfd\ij Y\`e^ fe mXZXk`fe+ j\m\i\ n`ek\i weather and
j_`gg`e^ gifYc\dj 'n`k_ XZklXc j_`gj(-w65 Haque discredits these explanations,
noting that Tesla used the same vexcusew two years before.66 Indeed, according to
Haque, the explanations are now demonstrably false given revelations contained in
a recent biography of Elon Musk, P\jcXyj ?_X`idXe Xe[ ?AK+ in which the author
i\gfikj k_Xk P\jcX \og\i`\eZ\[ [`]]`Zlck`\j v[li`e^ k_\ cXkk\i jkX^\j f] 1/01w
converting pre-sale reservations into actual sales.67 Haque also claims that the gap
between vehicle production and deliveries in 2014 Q4 contradicts prior statements
in which the Company reported that it expected the quarterly gap between
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production and deliveries to decline in future quarters.68 Stacking this evidence on
pallets linked by inferences, Haque argues that there is a credible basis to infer that
Tesla had more production capacity than it previously disclosed, that it used this
excess capacity to hit its guidance of producing 35,000 vehicles in 2014, that it was
not able to sell all of the produced vehicles because demand was much lower than
reported, and that it was forced, therefore, to make materially false and misleading
statements about the existence of delivery problems in order to cover up the lack of
demand for Tesla vehicles.
DXhl\yj Z_X`e f] `e]\i\eZ\j hardly yields a credible basis to infer
wrongdoing. First, Haque ignores altogether the fact that the spike in production in
2014 Q4 followed a factory retool that was undertaken for the very purpose of
increasing vehicle production.69 In fact, the only logical inference is that Tesla
increased its production guidance because it expected that the increased factory
capacity would, as intended, allow it to produce more vehicles. Indeed, the Court
need not rely upon inferences; TejcXyj glYc`Z jkXk\d\ekj reveal that it anticipated its
production capacity to expand after the retool. For example, in the Shareholder
Letter in which Tesla announced its expected quarterly production numbers for the
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PX 4 at 4.
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PX 5 at 2.
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year going forward, the Company stated that it was building a new assembling line
and adding more automation in order to increase capacity, and that after a ramp-up
period, it expected to be able to meet its 2014 guidance.70 That vehicle production
spiked as intended is a reflection of sound planning, not corporate wrongdoing.
DXhl\yj _\Xmp i\c`XeZ\ lgfe k_\ Iljb Y`f^iXg_p `j d`jgcXZ\[-

The first

problem is a matter of evidence. The statements in the biography, offered by Haque
vkf gifm\ k_\ kilk_ f] k_\ dXkk\iVjW Xjj\ik\[+w Xi\ ZcXjj`Z _\XijXp-71 Haque has failed
to identify any applicable exception to the hearsay rule and I can discern none. Even
if I was to look beyond the hearsay problem, Haque has not provided any foundation
that would allow me meaningfully to assess the credibility of this evidence. When
confronted with this concern Xk ki`Xc+ DXhl\yj Zflej\c XZbefnc\[^\[ k_Xk there was
vZ\ikX`ecp X i`jbw k_\ Y`f^iXg_p ZfekX`e\[ inaccurate information, but urged me to
consider it nonetheless as gXik f] k_\ v[fZld\ekj+ cf^`Z Xe[ `e]\i\eZ\j k_Xk n\
ZfdY`e\ kf^\k_\i kf jl^^\jk X Zi\[`Yc\ YXj`j-w72 Without more, the biography does
not persuade me as the factfinder.

70
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D.R.E. Rule 801(c).
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Trial Tr. 24. Sec. First Corp.+ 576 =-1[ Xk 457 'vVPW_\ k_i\j_fc[ dXp Y\ jXk`j]`\[ Yp X
credible showing, through documents, logic, testimony, or otherwise, that there are
c\^`k`dXk\ `jjl\j f] nife^[f`e^-w(20

Even if I could assess the credibility of the biography, I am not convinced that
the excerpts Haque has plucked from the book (or other articles by the same author)
jlggfik _`j Xjj\ik`fe k_Xk P\jcXyj jkXk\d\ekj XYflk [\c`m\ip `jjl\j are false. The
statements Haque relies upon from the Musk biography and related articles reveal
only that Tesla experienced some growing pains early in its corporate existence that
were exposed when it had difficulty turning reservations into sales and when
customers in 2012 expressed frustration with certain design and performance bugs.73
Based on these [\jZi`gk`fej f] P\jcXyj XZklXc Z_Xcc\e^\j `e 1/01+ Haque argues that
P\jcXyj Zfek\dgfiXe\flj [`jZcfjli\j kf jkfZb_fc[\ij f] [\c`m\ip Z_Xcc\e^\j dljk
have been false. And if the excuse was phony in 2012, it must also be phony in 2014.
Once again, Haque sees an inconsistency that simply is not there. P\jcXyj
public statements about delivery issues in 2012 focused on the challenges of
delivering during the holiday season when customers are less available for pickups
and weather can impede customer access to the sales centers. Nothing in this
statement suggests that Tesla was not also experiencing bugs in the design or
performance of its vehicles, or that Tesla did not encounter some difficulty in
converting reservations to sales. Indeed, the fact that Tesla has provided the same
description of delivery challenges that have arisen in the same quarter for different
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PX 13 at 2.
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years more likely reveals that the explanations are truthful. The inference that Haque
would have the Court drawuthat Tesla has the same convenient but false excuse
stashed away each time it wants to hide demand issues at the end of the calendar
yearudoes not flow logically from the evidence he presented at trial.
Finally, I cannot leave my consideration of DXhl\yj Xi^ld\ekj relating to
2014 Q4 without raising an overarching question that Haque has left unanswered.
DXhl\yj k_\fip f] nife^[f`e^ `j k_Xk P\jcX i\^lcXicp dXb\j lg gif[lZk`fe
challenges as cover for the ongoing lack of demand for its vehicles. Yet, according
to Haque, Tesla was willing to let the cat out of the bag and reveal its true production
muscle in 2014 Q4 so that it could meet its 2014 production guidance of 35,000
vehicles. But why? What was so important about the 2014 production guidance that
would cause Tesla to undermine its mantra that limited production capacity was the
sole reason it has missed and might in the future miss its delivery guidance? Tesla
had missed its production guidance before and, as noted, the 35,000 vehicle target
was not really a target at all. If concealing low demand is so important to Tesla that
it is willing deliberately to mislead its stockholders, then why risk exposing the lie?
The answer, in my mind, is simple; there is no lie to conceal.
3. 2015 Q1
Haque next questions why TejcXyj gif[lZk`fe ^l`[XeZ\ in 2015 Q1 was only
10,000 vehicles when it had just produced 11,627 vehicles in the prior quarter. In a
22

February 11, 2015 Shareholder Letter, Tesla explained that its target was 10,000
m\_`Zc\j v[l\ kf `k Y\`e^ X j_fik\i hlXik\i than in Q4 and approximately a week of
]XZkfip [fnek`d\ kf Xccfn k_\ nfib]fiZ\ kf i\jk Xe[ kffc`e^ lg^iX[\j-w74 Haque
claims this explanation offers a credible basis to infer wrongdoing for two reasons.
First, Haque points to the calendar and counts that 2014 Q4 is only two
production days shorter than 2015 Q1+ vefk fe\ n\\bw shorter as represented by
Tesla.75 DXhl\ _Xj d`jhlfk\[ P\jcXyj jkXk\d\ek- P_\ ?fdgXep e\m\i ZcX`d\[ k_Xk
2015 Q1 was shorter than 2014 Q4 by one week; it merely observed that 2015 Q1
was shorter than 2014 Q4. Bp DXhl\yj fne dXk_+ Tesla was telling the truth.
Without more, Haque is left to quibble over whether, in fact, the two quarters were
practically the same length due to holidays.76 I found no basis at all, credible or
fk_\in`j\+ kf `e]\i nife^[f`e^ ]ifd k_`j v[`jZi\gXeZp-w
O\Zfe[+ DXhl\ X^X`e gf`ekj kf k_\ Iljb Y`f^iXg_p kf Xi^l\ k_Xk P\jcXyj
explanation that production would be down in 2015 Q1 because it would be giving
workers time off to rest after a particularlp Yljp hlXik\i `j v[lY`fljw Y\ZXlj\ P\jcX
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Trial Tr. 11 'v=e[ `] pfl cffb Xk k_\ ]flik_ hlXik\i+ `kyj XZklXccp X P_Xebj^`m`e^ _fc`[Xp
there which takes away about two production days. So if you compare the first quarter
n`k_ k_\ ]flik_ hlXik\i+ `k i\Xccp `jeyk j_fik Yp Xep eldY\i f] [Xpj-w(23

offered a similar explanation to justify low production in 2013.77

Haque

acknowledges that he relies exclusively upon the accuracy of the Musk biography to
support his contention that Tesla lied when it forecast its production for 2015 Q1.78
For reasons already stated, I am not inclined to rely on an untested biography as a
basis to infer corporate wrongdoing, particularly when this is the only evidence
Haque can muster.
Moreover, even if I were to credit the biography, it is clear once again that
DXhl\ _Xj d`jZ_XiXZk\i`q\[ k_\ \m`[\eZ\ lgfe n_`Z_ _\ i\c`\j- DXhl\yj gi\d`j\ `j
k_Xk P\jcXyj Xkk\dgk kf lj\ k_\ vn\ i\jk\[ fli nfib\ij X]k\i X Yljp \e[-of-p\Xi 1/01w
excuse in 2013 Q1 to justify low productions numbers that quarter was exposed as
false by the Musk biographer. Thus, the same explanation in 2015 must also have
been false. The biography characterizes Tesla in mid-February, 2013 as being in a
vZi`j`j jkXk\-w79 Ek k_\e [\jZi`Y\j \m\ekj k_Xk fZZlii\[ vV[Wli`eg the first week of
=gi`cw n_\e vVkW_\ j`klXk`fe ^fk jf YX[w k_Xk Iljb+ X]k\i Zfe]\ii`e^ vn`k_ _`j ]i`\e[
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HXiip LX^\ Xk Cff^c\V+Ww Xk jfd\ gf`ek k_\i\X]k\i vj_lk [fne Vk_\W ]XZkfip-w80
According to the biography, even though the shutdown was motivated by Iljbyj
jlim`mXc `ejk`eZk+ P\jcX jkXk\[ vVgWlYc`Zp Vk_XkW `k e\\[\[ kf Zfe[lZk dX`ek\eXeZ\ fe
k_\ ]XZkfip+w n_`Z_+ k_\ Y`f^iXg_p XZbefnc\[^\j+ vnXj k\Z_e`ZXccp kil\+ Xck_fl^_
k_\ ZfdgXep nflc[ _Xm\ jfc[`\i\[ fe _X[ k_\ fi[\ij Y\\e Zcfj`e^ Xj \og\Zk\[-w81
Haque points to this description to support his contention that Tesla lied in 2013 Q1
when it described the shutdown after the end of year ramp-up in 2012 and may have
lied again when it blamed a factory shut-down for its missed production guidance in
2015 Q1.
The connection Haque is trying to draw between 2013 Q1 and 2015 Q1 is lost
fe d\- =^X`e+ k_\ gf`ek f] k_\ Zfee\Zk`fe `j kf [\dfejkiXk\ k_Xk P\jcXyj \ogcXeXk`fe
as to why it did not sustain its production capacity from 2014 Q4 into 2015 Q1 is
not credible because it offered a similar, now-discredited explanation in 2013 Q1.
To be sure, Tesla did report that it rested its workers in early January 2013 after an
exhausting production ramp-up at year-end 2012.82 But that is not the event
described in the biography. Rather, the biography describes a factory shutdown that
occurred in late April or perhaps May of 2013, months after the January 2013
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shutdown and near the end of 2013 Q1 or perhaps even the beginning of 2013 Q2.
Thus, the Musk biography does nok_`e^ kf le[\id`e\ P\jcXyj \ogcXeXk`fe `e 1/02+
and again in 2015, that it would likely have lower production in the first quarter of
those years because it had elected to give its workers a week off after a busy
production cycle the month before. The events described in that book are totally
disconnected from what Haque is trying to demonstrate here.
4. 2016 Q1
Turning next to 2016 Q1, Haque takes issue with the explanation given by
Tesla for why it missed its delivery guidance of 16,000 vehicles. Tesla delivered
14,820 vehicles and attributed the lower number to production constraints. In an
XeefleZ\d\ek kf j_Xi\_fc[\ij+ P\jcX jkXk\[ k_Xk vVkW_\ M0 delivery count was
impacted by severe Model X supplier parts shortages in January and February that
laste[ dlZ_ cfe^\i k_Xe `e`k`Xccp \og\Zk\[-w83 Haque doubts this explanation based
on what Tesla said earlier in the quarter when it reported to shareholders that vehicle
production had been limited in January 2016 in order to maintain quality production
jkXe[Xi[j Ylk k_Xk vVnW\ Xi\ Xci\X[p seeing improvement from these efforts and we
are now significantly increasing our Model X production throughout the balance of
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PX 23 at 1.
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k_\ hlXik\i-w84

He argues that because Tesla reassured shareholders that any

production issues had been resolved by February 10, the explanation at the end of
the quarter that Tesla did not reach its delivery guidance due to issues in January and
February which lasted longer than expected might be false. According to Haque, it
is vinconceivablew that when Tesla updated its shareholders in February it was
unaware of the disruption in vehicle deliveries that might be caused by the earlier
production difficulties.85

Therefore, either the statement that the production

problems had been resolved is false or the statement explaining the missed delivery
guidance at the end of the quarter is.
Once again, Haque mischaracterizes what Tesla disclosed. In its February
2016 letter to shareholders, Tesla admitted some production issues had occurred in
January and then stated k_Xk vn\ Xi\ Xci\X[p j\\`e^ `dgifm\d\ek ]ifd k_\j\
\]]fikj-w86 From this, Haque concludes that Tesla was telling its shareholders that
all issues had been resolved. But vseeing improvementw with respect to an issue is
efk k_\ jXd\ Xj vi\jfcm`e^w k_Xk `jjl\- The fact that Tesla stated in early February
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PX 21 at 2. In fact, the senior executives at Tesla were uniquely positioned to know
whether production issues were improving given that Elon Musk has publicly stated that
during this period his desk was moved to the end of the assembly c`e\ Xe[ _\ _X[ vX
jc\\g`e^ YX^ `e X Zfe]\i\eZ\ iffd X[aXZ\ek kf k_\ gif[lZk`fe c`e\w n_`Z_ _\ lj\[
frequently. See DX 49 at 3.
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that it was seeing improvements in production issues, and then later reported that the
production issues lasted longer than expected, is no basis to infer possible
wrongdoing.
5. 2016 Q2
Finally, Haque argues that Tesla made false statements in 2016 Q2 about
production issues in order to explain away missed delivery guidance. On May 4,
2016, the Company forecasted production of 20,000 vehicles and delivery of 17,000
vehicles.87 At the end of the quarter, however, Tesla announced that it had only
delivered 14,730 vehicles.88 Tesla explained that the number of deliveries was lower
because half of th\ hlXik\iyj gif[lZk`fe kffb gcXZ\ `e k_\ ]`eXc ]fli n\\bj-89 Due to
this steep production ramp, more than 5,000 produced vehicles had not yet been
shipped to customers and would be delivered, instead, in 2016 Q3.90
Echoing his theme, DXhl\ ]`e[j P\jcXyj \xplanation for the missed delivery
guidance to be implausible for several i\Xjfej- B`ijk+ XZZfi[`e^ kf DXhl\yj dXk_+
Tesla entered the quarter with enough production capacity to deliver 17,000 vehicles
without any production ramp. While DXhl\yj dXk_ `j _ard to follow, it is clear in
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any event that his three-part criticism of the 2016 Q2 statements does not take him
where he wants to go.
First, Haque says that in 2016 Q1, Tesla produced 15,510 vehicles, so it exited
that quarter with a baseline of 15,510 vehicles per quarter.91 Haque believes,
however, YXj\[ fe P\jcXyj jkXk\d\ekj+ that the Company exited 2016 Q1 with an
even higher production level.92 D\ jXpj k_Xk P\jcX [`jZcfj\[ k_Xk vYp k_\ cXjk ]lcc
week of March, the build rate rose to 750 Model X m\_`Zc\j g\i n\\b-w93 At this per
week capacity, Tesla would be able to produce 9,750 Model X vehicles in a quarter
(13 weeks x 750 Model X/week). If Tesla had been operating at this capacity
throughout the entirety of 2016 Q1, then it would have been able to produce over
22,000 vehicles (9,750 Model X vehicles + 12,851 Model S vehicles). Therefore,
argues Haque, no production ramp would be necessary to produce the 18,000+
vehicles in 2016 Q2.
Second, Haque hypothesizes that if half of the 18,000+ vehicles were
produced in the final four weeks of the quartei+ k_\e P\jcXyj Xm\iX^\ dfek_cp
production for the beginning of the quarter would have been less than the average
monthly production in 2016 Q1. Haque figures that if approximately 9,000 vehicles
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were produced in June alone, then 9,000 were produced in both April and May, for
an average of 4,500 vehicles per month.94 This would be less than the average
monthly production in the prior quarter of 5,170 vehicles per month (15,510 total
vehicles/3 months) and significantly less than the 7,300 vehicles per month Tesla
nflc[ Y\ ZXgXYc\ f] gif[lZ`e^ `] DXhl\yj \jk`dXk\ XYflk P\jcXyj kil\ gif[lZk`fe
capacity entering 2016 Q2 is correct (22,000 total vehicles/3 months).
Third, Haque maintains that an extreme production ramp would contradict
two prior Company statements during the quarter. On April 4, 2016, the Company
jkXk\[ k_Xk `kj vgif[lZk`fe `j efn fe gcXew Xe[ dX[\ ef d\ek`fe f] k_\ e\\[ ]fi X
late quarter production ramp.95 Then in May, the Company made its forecast of
17,000 vehicle deliveries and again did not mention the need for any production
ramp having already seemed to account for the effect of any deliveries that might
spill over into 2016 Q3.96 According to Haque, the fact that Tesla would not have
known about the existence of potential production issues halfway through the quarter
is, once again, v`eZfeZ\`mXYc\-w97
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Jfkn`k_jkXe[`e^ DXhl\yj convoluted mathematical exercise, his effort to
show that Tesla had enough production capacity in 2016 Q2 to reach its vehicle
deliveries guidance without a production ramp reflects a basic misunderstanding of
P\jcXyj complex manufacturing process. DXhl\yj Zflej\c X^i\\[ Xk ki`Xc k_Xk k_\
context in which Tesla does business is important.98 Yet Haque insists that the Court
can and should draw an inference of fabricated demand by taking average monthly
production numbers and extrapolating them to other quarters. This exercise might
make sense in certain industries but it makes no sense when the manufacturing
process is indisputably complex and depends, inter alia, on a large and
interconnected supply chain. While some consistency in production levels is to be
expected, merely highlighting that average production levels (weekly, monthly,
quarterly, etc.) dropped from a prior quarter is not enough to support an inference
that Tesla could be fabricating the timing of its vehicle production in order to mislead
investors about why it cannot meet its vehicle delivery guidance.
Furthermore, it is perfectly reasonable that Tesla would communicate with
stockholders twice in 2016 Q2 without mentioning any need for a late quarter
production ramp. Simply because Tesla did not foresee production challenges it

Ee`^f IfekfpX9 vUfl b\\g lj`e^ k_Xk nfi[- E [f efk k_`eb `k d\Xej what you think it
d\Xej-w(98

Trial Tr. 10 'vCiXek\[+ Ufli Dfefi+ Xe[ E k_`eb xZfek\oky `j k_\ i`^_k nfi[- E k_`eb pfl
_Xm\ kf cffb Xk k_\ Zfek\ok-w(31

might face later in the quarter does not support an inference that its statement
halfway through the quarter that it expected to produce 20,000 vehicles and to
deliver 17,000 was false when made.99 Nor does it support a basis to infer that
P\jcXyj \ogcXeXk`fe k_Xk `k `e`k`Xk\[ a production ramp at the end of the quarter to
meet its guidance was a falsehood meant to cover its tracks.
6. .RFP\WXW] ?JTSVXW FRI 2[JHYXNZJ 1JTFVXYVJW
DXhl\yj ]`eXc Xkk\dgk100 to present evidence that would provide a credible
basis to infer wrongdoing is to cite a handful of negative analyst reports, including
one which recounts the departure of several Tesla executives since June 2015. This
court has previously held vk_Xk e\^Xk`m\ e\nj Xik`Zc\j Xcfe\ Xi\ `ejl]]`Z`\nt bases on
n_`Z_ kf aljk`]p X O\Zk`fe 11/ [\dXe[-w101 This is all the more true when those
articles are not written by independent news agencies, but by authors with a personal
interest in swaying the public perception of the Company, such as short sellers.102
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I note that on January 11, 2017, counsel for Haque sent a letter to the court attaching
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In any case, the articles cited by Haque consist of little more than speculation that
Tesla may not be producing at capacity. Moreover, it is unremarkable that a
relatively young Silicon Valley-based company has experienced some executive
turnover, even at senior management levels, and that fact, either alone or added to
DXhl\yj fk_\i \m`[\eZ\, certainly does not allow an inference of wrongdoing.
III.

CONCLUSION

As noted, the purpose of requiring a stockholder to demonstrate a credible
basis to infer wrongdoing that warrants ]lik_\i `em\jk`^Xk`fe `j kf jki`b\ vXe
appropriate balance between encouraging productive Section 220 actions where
there is a reasonable likelihood of wrongdoing while preventing inspections without
a factual basis from draining cfigfiXk\ i\jfliZ\j-w103 I am convinced that denying
the request for inspection in this instance strikes that balance. When viewed in the
X^^i\^Xk\+ DXhl\yj \m`[\eZ\ Xdflekj kf efk_`e^ dfi\ k_Xe vjljg`Z`fe fi
Zli`fj`kp-w104 Therefore, the request to inspect P\jcXyj Yffbj Xe[ i\Zfi[j le[\i Yfk_
the June 2015 Demand and the July 2016 Demand is DENIED. Judgment will be
entered for the Defendant; each party shall bear its own costs.

'gcX`ek`]]yj Zflej\c XZbefnc\[^`e^ vVkW_\i\ nflc[ Y\ X hl\jk`fe XYflk Vk_\ Xlk_fijyW
dfk`m\j+ le[flYk\[cp+ Ufli Dfefi - - -w(103

Lennar, 2012 WL 4760881, at *3 (citing Seinfeld, 909 A.2d at 122t23).
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Axcelis, 2009 WL 3086537, at *4.
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